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Andrtej Malawski

Some Properties of Semidynamical Exchange System

1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is twofold. Firstly, we employ the main concepts of the theory of

semidynamical systems considered as semigroups of multivalued transformations of a metric

space to construct the model of so-called quasi-semidynamical exchange system. This enables

us to dynamize a competitive model of a pure exchange economy , i.e. the economy without

the production which has been widely examined in the literature of the recent decades (see:

Hildenbrand (1974), Hildenbrand and Kirman (1988)).

Secondly, we discuss some properties of the considered quasi-semidynamical exchange

system, such as the extension and continuiry, and we present as well an example. The paper

ends with certain theorems which concern also some dynamical properties of an equilibrium.
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2. Quasi-semidynamical system

Let 9o(X) denote the set of all non-empty compacts of a metric space X with metric

p and let R, :- {xER; x?0}.

Definition 1. (Sibirskij and Szube (1987)) The set-valued mapping (correspondence)

f: XxR, - 9o(X) is said to be a quasi-semidynamical system if 1) f(x,0) -{x} and

2) f(f(x,t,),t~) - f(x,t, t tZ) for every xeX, t„t2ER,.

For any AcX, KcR, one can define the set f(A,K) :- U,,,~,~ f(x,t).

The concepts of the Hausdorff both semidistance S and distance ~ between the sets

A,BE9o(X) enable to determine a few various types of continuity of quasi-semidynamical

system.

Definition 2. (Sibirskij and Szube (1987) A quasi-semidynamical system f is said to be:

1) semicontinuous subject to t if lim,-,o S(f(x,t),f(x,to)) - 0,

2) semicontinuous subject to x if lim,-,~ S(f(x,t),f(x„t)) - 0,

3) continuous subject to x if lim,-,~ ~(f(x,t),f(x„t)) - 0,

4) semidynamical system if lim,-b ~(f(x,t),f(x,t,)) - 0 for every x,xoeX, t,taeR,.

Moreover, let us assume:

Definition 3. A quasi-semidynamical system f is said to be:

1) single-valued if f(x,t) is a point in X, i.e.: f(x,t)eX for every xeX, tER„

2) increasing (strongly increasing) if t, ~ t~ - f(x,t,) c f(x,t,)

( f(x,t,) c f(x,t,) and f(x,t,) w f(x,t~) ) for every xEX, t„tjER,.
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3. The competitive model of exchange economy

The basic concepts analysed within the modern theory of general economic equilibrium (see

e.g. Debreu (1959), Hildenbrand (1974), Hildenbrand and Kirman (1988)) can be presented

in the form of multi-range relational system E of the exchange economy with perfect

competition (henceforth: the exchange system), i.e.:

E - (A,R,',P,e,X,e,p,B,cp,g), where:

- A is the set of individuals,

- R,' is the commodiry space,

- P is the set of all preference relations defined on the positive orthant R,' (i.e. complete

and continuous preorderings s c R,L),

- e c A x R,' is the mapping of initial resources,

- X c A x R,' is the consumption set correspondence,

-(e,e) c A x(P x R,') is the exchange economy,

- p e R,' is the price vector,

- B c A x R,' is the budget set correspondence such that B(a) - 8~,~,~~(a) :-

-{xeX; px s pe(a)} for every aeA,

- ep c A x R,' is the demand set correspondence such that ~p(a) - ~p~,~,~,~~ -

-{xeB~~,~~(a); y s, x for every yeB~~,~~(a)},

- g c A x R,' is the allocation mapping such that ~,.,~ g(a) -~,.,~ e(a).

The exchange system E presented above we shall describe in short E-(A,R,',P,Che),

where Chg -(e,X,e,p,B,~p,g) is the exchange characteristic ot the system E. Let now CHB

denote the set of all characteristics of E, i.e.: CHe :-{Che; Che is the characteristic of E}.
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The set CHE is said to be the space of exchange characteristics. Given set of individuals A

over the spaces R,' and P one can now endow with various exchange characteristics ChE what

leads to the concept of the space S of exchange systems E with fixed sets A, R,', P, i.e. S-

8(A,R,',P) :- {E - (A,R,',P,ChE); Ch~CHE}.

4. The extension and the distance of exchange systems

Having assumed above that the sets A, R,', P are given, one can define for two exchange

systems both the extension and the distance by the ones of their characteristics.

Let be given two exchange systems: E-(A,R,',P,ChE), where ChE -(e,X,e,p,B,~p,g) and

E' - (A.R,',P,ChE'), where ChE' - (e',X',e',p',B',~p',g').

Definition 4. An exchange characteristic ChE' is said to be the extension of an exchange

characteristic ChE (in short: ChE c ChE') if:

1) e s e', i.e., if e(a) s e'(a) for every aeA,

2) X c X', i.e., if X(a) c X'(a) for every aeA,

3) e ~ e', i.e., if e(a) c e'(a) for every aeA, i.e. s, c s,', what means: s,'f1X2(a) - s„

where e(a) - s„ - preference relation defined on X(a), e'(a) - s,', - preference relation

defined on X'(a) ~ X(a),

4)psP',

5) Li c B', i.e., if Li~f~ c a'~,,,~, i.e., if B~~,~~(a) c Li'~.,,~,~~(a) for every aeA, where

p s p' and e(a) ~ e'(a),

O ~p ~(p', l.e., lÏ tp~.rs) c tp'c,.y~s~, i.e., lf X S, y for every xE~c,,as(.n(a), yE~~(e',O's'(~))(a)~

aeA where s, c s,', s, - e(a), s'(a) - e'(a), e(a) s e'(a), p s p',

7) g s g', i.e., if g(a) s g'(a) for every aeA.
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Definition 5. An exchange system E' -(A,R,',P,ChE') is the extension of an exchange

system E- (A, R.',P,ChE) if ChE ~ ChE'. For short: E ~ E'.

Now, let us concentrate on the distance of two exchange systems E, E'. To construct this

we take adventage of the genaral fact that the formula p(x,y) : - (~;.," p,'(x„y,))~" defines a

metric on the space Y- Y,x...xY„ where (Y„p,) is a metric space for i-1,...,n and

x-(x,,...,x,), y-(y,,...y") e Y. Accordingly, the consecutive components of the characteristic

ChE can be interpreted as the "points" of the Cartesian product of respective metric spaces.

Besides, assuming that the consumption set correspondence X c AxR,' is compact-valued,

one deduces ( by proposition 2.2 in Hildenbrand and Kirman ( 1988)) that the preference

relation of any individual aeA: e(a) - s~ fl X'(a) c R,n is compact in R,n. Thus, we have

the evident result.

Corollary 1. The mapping p,~, : CHE x CHE - R, such that

Pscn(ChE,ChE') : - (Ps.i } Per~ f Ps: f PsP~ f Pse~ f Ps: } P~i:)u:

for every ChE,ChE' E CHE is a metric on the space CH~, where:

1) Ps.(e~e') :- sup,. (e(a) ' e'(a)L

2) P.x(X,X') : - sup,, ~(X(a),X'(a))~

3) Ps.(e,e') :- sup,.~(e(a),e'(a)),

4) Pe,(P,p') :- IP - P'I,

5) Pee(B,B') : - sup~ ~(Bca.~c.ii(a), B'~.Rc.u(a)),

6) P..(w,~V') : - suP,, l~(~Pc.,pnvi(a). ~'c.~,~.~c.~(a)).

7) p,~(g,g') :- sup,, ~g(a) - g'(a)~ are the metrics on the respective spaces.

Hence we obtain also immediately:

Corollary 2. The mapping p.E : S x S- R„ such that p,E(E,E') :-

- p,~,(Ch~,ChE') for every E,E'e8' is a metric on the space S.
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5. Quasi-semidynamical exchange system

According to the definition l, the quasi-semidynamical exchange system is defined by the

correspondence fE : gx R, - Po(~ such that 1) fE(E,0) -{E},

2) fE(fE(E,tl),ti) - fE(E,t,tti) for every EES, t„t~ER,.

In particular a quasi-semidynamical exchange system fE is said to be:

- single-valued if fE: S x R, -~ is a mapping,

- cumulative if t, ~ t, - fE(E,t,) ~ fE(E,t,), i.e., for every E'efE(E,t,)

there exists E"EfE(E,t2) such that E' c E",

- semidynamical exchange system if lim,~ ~.(fE(E,t), fE(E,to)) - 0 for every EeB, t,t,ER,.

For single-valued quasi-semidynamical exchange system fE we shall write in short fe`

instead of fE(E,t) for every EeS, tER, or E' if the mapping fE is given. Respectively

E` -(A,R,',P,ChE`) and Ch` -(e',X',e`,p',B',~p',g`). For t- 0: E' - E" - E.

6. Example

We demonstrate here an example of a single-valued cumulative semidynamical exchange

system " fE : S x R, - S which is a modification of the dynamics examined in Kubówiez

and Malawski ( 1988). We define the mapping " fE on the successive components of the

exchange system E, i.e., -fE :-(- f,,,-f, „-fh"f~). Moreover, for every teR,

"ffi - (-f,;,'f~.~,-f~`,"f~É), where -f„ :- id~, 'f~ ~` :- id~ ~ , -f; - id„ and

-f~ `:- ("f~`,'fx`,-f~`,'fp`,'f,`,'f;,'f~`) which are defined as follows:
s

(i) 'fe' -- f~ó :'f~o`(e) - e':- e t te", where e": A- R,' determines a trend of initial

resources which among others takes into aocount a price poliry p" e R.' , i.e., for every

aeA e'(a) - (et teo)(a) :- e(a) t te"(a), eo(a) E R,',
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(ii) -fX : -fY`(X) - X' : - UoS, s~ (X ' (t')) n R.', where ( t') - (t',...,t') e R-',

X'(a) :- Uos, s, (X(a) -(t')) fl R.' for every aeA,

(iii) -f~'(e) - e', where e(a) - s~ defined on X(a), e'(a) - s'„ defined on

X'(a) --fX`(X(a)) and s~ c s', for every aeA,

(iv) 'fP` -- f,o' :-fpo`(p) - p' :- p} tpo, where poEA,' is a vector of price policy,

(v) -fe` : "fo`(Bcr.i) - B' : - B~.f~, where p' - -f~o`(P) - Pf tpo and e' - -f~o'(e) - et teo,

(vi) -f.` : -f:(~P~.pF~) - ~P' :- ~P~..pf~, where e - -f,'(c), P' - "fv"(P) - pttpo, and

e'- -f,o ( e) - e t teo,

(vii) -f~ - ' f~` : -f~'(g) - g' : - gt tgo, where go: A - R,' such that

~,,,,~ go(a) - E,.,, eo(a) determines a trend of the exchange which among others takes

into account the preferences of individuals aeA, i.e., for every aeA g'(a) -

- (gt tgo)(a) - - B(a) t tgo(a).

The symbols eo, po, go denote the parameters of the system - fE which take into account

the influence of the environment on the internal evolution of the exchange system E treated

with the dynamics - fE. Dealing with the properties of the mapping -fE leads us to the

following theorems.

Theorem 1. " fE is single-valued quasi-semidynamical exchange system.

Proof. Single-valuedness of the mapping " fE results immediately from its definition.

Similarly, the condition 1) of the definition 1, i.e., -fE(E,0) - {E} is obvious. The condition

2) of that definition must be examined for all components of the mapping " f~e , i.e. succes-

sively for - f~, -fC, 'f„ -f,, -fe, - f~, "f~. Let ae.A, then:

(i) -f~("f~(e,t~),t:) -" f.óZ(~f.ó'(e(a)) -- f.o'(e(a) t t~eo(a)) - e(a) t t,eo(a) f ize"(a) -

- e(a) t(t, t t,)e'(a) - - f~o`' "'(e(a)) --f,(e(a),t, f tz).

(u) -fX("fX(X(a),ti),t:) - -fx( ~osra, (X(a) ' (t')) fl R,', tz) ~

- vy:rs,z ( vosr:,~ ( X(a)' (t')) fl R,') - (t") ) fl R.' - ~osr.r:~i,y (X' (t'i.t")) fl B,' a

- -fX(X(a),t~ t t:).
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(ill) 'f,(~f,(e(a),t,),t,) - -f:'(-f.`'(s,)) - -f:2(s:`) - ~f.`2(s. n (X`'(a))') -

- s. n (X`'-`j(a)) - -f.(e(a),t~tt,).

(iv) This is analogically to (i).

(v) -fe(~fu(a(a).t~).t:) - ~fe`~(~fé'(Bcv~c.~i(a))) - -fó~Bc-~`~c~i.-~,~~ca.ni'(a)) -

- -fo`'(am.~,P a~i.y:c.~(a)) - "fa~({xEX`~(a); (P}t~Po)x ~ (P}t~P')(e(a)ft~eo (a))}) -

-{xEX`~ "2(a); (p t(t, f t:)p')x s (p t(t, t t~ )p')(e(a) t(t, t t,)e'(a))} -

- Q(P~(i,~~2)P.H.)~(y~~Zko(U)~,~ ~a) - -fá'"2(ac~~c.~i(a)) - -fa(a(P~(~))(a),t,tt2).

(vi) -f.(-f.(~P(a),t~).tz) - -f.`Z(-f:'(~Pc~,pa.n(a))) - ~f.`~~D~,;1,.,~PO.~.~.,,.oc.v``(a)) '

--f~'~({xeB~.~,PO.~.i~~,.oc.~'(a); y s,`~ x for every yeB~.,,P ~c.ia~,~oa~``(a)}) -

-{x E Li~.p,.~i)vo.e(.).(~,.~jkoU)I
~aZ(a) ; y S,`i"~ X for every y e B~.~i,aZ~o~e(.)~(~,~~Ika(.))`'f `~a)} -

- ~(a~t"2.p~(i,~~2)vadU~(~,'~zko(.))~a~(a)
-

-f.,a2(~Pc~,~a.n(a)) - -f~(~(a),tItI2).

(vii) This is analogically to (i).

Theorem 2. A quasi-semidynamical exchange system -fE is cumulative provided that for

every aeA p~c 5 poe(a) for all x e 6~~,~~(a), p"eR,'.

Proof. The properties (1) -(7) of the definition 4 must be shown for -fE. These (1) -(4)

and (7) follow immediately from the conditions (i) -(iv) and (vii) defining a quasi-semidyna-

mical system 'fE respectively.

(5) Let t, ~ tb and aeA, xeB~.yPO,~.~ „l.ac.n''(a), i.e. (p t t,P')x 5(P t t,P')(e(a) t t,eo(a)). There

is sufficient to show that (p t t,p")x ~(pt t,pa)(e(a) f tZeo(a)) what is equivalent to

pe(a) - px t tZ(p'e(a) - p~) t t,peo(a) t t,1poea(a) ? 0 what holds provided that

pox s poe(a) for all aeA, x e(i~F~,,~(a).

(6) Assume the property (6) is false. Thus, there is x, y such that

x E(p(~~~aqf,(.))`'(a), y E~(,;~a~zR~~,~~`2(a) and X~~~ y.

For x e ~p~,~ap~~,~~~.~~`~(a) and according to (5): B~.,,~,~.~i'(a) c 8~,`,,,~k.u`~(a)

hence x E B~~2,,~~,~~ ~(a), i.e., x s; y. But this is a contradiction.
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Theorem 3. Let the following conditions be fulfilled:

(i) the consumption set correspondence X c A x R,' is both compact- and

convex- valued,

(ii) the correspondence X(a) c R,~` x R, is continuous for all aEA,

(iii) the preference relation s, is strongly convex for all aeA,

(iv) the assumption of the theorem 2 holds.

Then -fE is semidynamical exchange system.

Proof. The required condition lim,-,o ~(-fE(E,t), -fE(E,ta)) - 0 for every EeS, t,toeR,

because of the single-valuedness of -fE and the corollary 2 can be reduced to the following

one: lim,-,o P,~,(ChÉ,ChEO) - 0, where ChÉ --f~'(ChE) and ChE`o -- f~'o(ChE). Thus,

respectively to the properties 1) - 7) of the corollary 1 the below theses must be shown:

(1) lim,-~o sup~ le`(a) - e'o(a)I - 0,

(2) ~~-b suP~ l~(X`(a),X~"(a)) - ~.

(3) ~,tio sup~ W(e`(a),e'o(a)) - ~.

(4) lim,-,a BP' - P`ol - 0,

( 5) lim,-,o sup,, w(8~,~..~c.~(a),Bc~b..~c.iio(a)) - ~.

(6 ) lun,-,o sup~ W(~Pc~;p.~c.~(a).~P(~~ .cv`o.`o(U)o(a)) ' ~.

(~) ~-,o supw Ig`(a) - S`o(a)I - 0.

(1) Let rl ~ 0, e'(a) - e(a) t te"(a), e'o(a) - e(a) t t,e"(a). Therefore , we have

sup,, le'(a) - e'o(a)I - I t-tol sup,, leo(a)~ ~ q for I t-td ~~, l; - rl~ suP„ leo(a)~ ~ 0.

(2) Notice that however X`(a) - - fX (a)) - 'fX(X(a),t) - Uos,.,, (X(a) - (t')) fl R~'

and Xb(a) - Uo„-„o ( X(a) -(t")) fl R,', X(a) - X"(a), the intersection of the sets X'(a),

X`o(a) with R,' can be omitted because one has assumed the continuity of the wrrespon-

dence X(a) c R," x R. for all aeA and thus the loss of the sets X'(a), Xb(a) cannot

suddenly become "large" with a"small" change of the argument t.
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Now, let us consider the case: t ~ to. Then by (iv) X'(a) c X'o(a) for all aeA. Let rl ~ 0,

then: supw(max(S(X'(a),X'o(a)),S(X`o(a),X'(a)))) -

- suPw(max(sup..~c~c.i P(x,X'"(a)), sup:.xbc.i P(x',X'(a)))) - supw{suP:.x~(.i P(x',X'(a))) -

- SuPw(SUP.-(r~d.6s,-s~c~(Q.(,.~~ P(x-(t"), Uosrst (X(a) - (t'))))'

But p(x-(t"), Ua:~'s~ (X(a) -(t'))) - inf~-a~A.6s~'s~ac,i-c~~i p{x-(t"), x-(t')) -

- inf~.(,.M,~(,~.(,~ I(t) -(t")~ because infimum is reached for t' - t. Hence, the calculated

distance amounts to supw(supt.(,..~5 ,Sb ~(.~ .(,~~ I(t) -(t")1). Similarly, the last supremum

holds for t" - t„ therefore the distance equaLs supw(sup,~,..~ ~.~ .(~ I(t) -(t") ~-

- suPw 1(t) -(ta)I -(1(t-tO)~)`~Z ~ n for I t-t,l ~ E- ~l~(lu')

For t ~ t, the proof runs analogically.

(3) This follows from (2) and the definition of -f,'.

(4) This proves to be trivial.

(5) We take adventage of two general facts. First of them is a modification of the

Debreu's result to our aim.

Fact 1(Debreu (1959), (1) in 4.8). If X(a) c R,' is compact, convex for every aEA and

if (p,e(a)) is a point of R,n such that pe(a) y min~,,r(.~ pX(a), then the correspondence

B(a) :- B(. ~(a) c R,~ x X(a) is continuous at the point (p,e(a)).

It is easy to apply this result to our case by the dynamization of B(,~(a) what occures for

-f;; i.e., p,e(a): R, - R,', and in particular p(t) - p' - p t tp', [e(a)](t) - e'(a) -

- e(a) f te'(a) for teR,. This assignment defines the dynamical budget set correspondence

of an individual aeA as follows: B'(a) - B(`~ : R, - 9,(R,') such that B`(a) -

- B( ~ o(p,e(a)). Hence B'(a) is continuous correspondence as the composition of two

continuous ones.
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Fact 2. Let S and T be metric space, let yr c S x T be a correspondence such that

yr(x) e Po(T) for every xeS. If ,y is continuous at xoeS then

lim.-.~ l~(V~(x).~V(xo)) - 0.

Proof. Indeed, assuming that is false, we conclude that there exists rt ~ 0 such that for

every l; ~ 0 p(x,xo) ~~ and ~c(~y(x),ty(xo) ? q. Hence, there exists an open set U c T

such that ~y(x,) fl U.~ and for any neighbourhood V of the point xo there exists x'eV

such that ~y(x') fl U- m. This means that the correspondence ~y is not lower-semicontinu-

ous at xo and thus it is not continuous there. Thus, we have finally (5).

(6) Analogically to (5) we adopt the general Debreu's result:

Fact 3(Debreu (1959), (1) in 4.10). If X(a) is compact and if B~,~(a) is continuous at

(p,e(a)) E R,~ then cp~„ ..~(a) is upper-semicontinuous at (p,e(a)).

Of course, the demand set correspondence ~p(a) can be dynamized analogically to the

one in (5), but considered here case is more general because we take into account some

changes of the preference relations s,. However, those changes are so specific that they

have no influence on the shape of the indifference curves associated with preference

relations s, of individuals aEA and hence they do not damage the upper-semicontinuity of

the correspondence ~p(a). Besides, by (iii) the dynamical demand set correspondence

~p`(a):- ~D~..-i(a)o(s.,p,e(a)): R. ~ po(R.'), where p,e(a): R. y 1t.', s. : R. ~ po(A.n)

is a continuous mapping ~p`(a) : R, - R,'. FinaUy, by fact 2, (6) holds.

(7) This holds analogically to (1).
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7. Some more general results

We introduce now the important concept of the Cartesian product of quasi-semidynamical

systems. Let (X;,p,), iEI, be a metric space, I c N. Let X:- IIy, X„ i.e.,

X-{(x,,...,x;,...); x,eX„iEI}. The Fréchet formula p(x,y) :- EW 2" (p,(x„y,)~(ltp,(x;,y,)))

defines a metric on X. This metric determines Tychonoff topolo~ on X in which the open

sets in X have the form: U- U,~ x U~1 x... x U,m x I)„~~,-,~s X„ where the sets U;~

(k-1,...,m) are open in X,~.

Then one can prove (Sybirskij and Szube (1987)) that:

~e-. P(x,Y) - 0 -- limo-. R(~',y,) - 0 (ieI).

It result from this that if M" -{M,"} c X, n-0,1,2,... then

lim,-~ S(M",Mo) - 0 - lim,-m S(M; ,Ma) - 0(ieI), and respectively:

lim,-. F~(M',lvfo) -() - Lime-. p.(M~,M,`) - 0(iEI)

Then also the set M-{M,} c X is compact if and only if M; is compact in X; for ieI.

The below theorem plays the basic role in this context.

Theorem 4(Sybirskij and Szube (1987)). Let f,: X, x R, - 9o(X) be a quasi-semidyn-

amical system for iEI. Then the mapping f: II,~,X, x R, - 9a(q.,X,) is quasi-semidynam-

ical system. The system f satisfies those and only those properties 1) - 4) of the definition

2 which are fulf'illed by all its components.

A quasi-semidynamical system f with the components f,,...,f,,... is said to be a product of

quasi-semidynamical systems f,. In the case of the finite product X of inetric spaces (X„p;)

(i-1,...,n) the Fréchet metric can be replaced by the Euclidean one.

Accordingly to the above remarks a quasi-semidynamical exchange system

fe -(f~,f~'4fr,f~,fX,f~,fp,fa,f~,fJ can be interpreted as the product of its components in the

sens of the theorem 4, where in particular fN f~~~ , f~ are the identity mappings.
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Besides, on the basis of the theorem 4 and the corollaries 1,2 a quasi-semidynamical

exchange system fE satisfies the conditions 1) - 4) of the continuity of the definition 2 if

and only if all its components fulfill them respectively. Similarly, due to the definitions 4 and

5 a quasi-semidynamical exchange system fE is cumulative if and only if all its component

systems are such. However, the specific properties of the structure of the exchange charac-

teristic ChE lead to the following more general theorems.

Theorem 5. If fx, f„ f~ are single-valued quasi-semidynamical cumulative systems and

fp - id~'~ then fE is singte-valued quasi-semidynamical cumulative exchange system.

Proof. The single-valuedness of a quasi-semidynamical system fE is obvious. To prove the

cumulativeness of the system fE it suffices to show this condition for the systems f„ fa, f~.

(i) Let t, ~ t, and ae.A, then X`~(a) - fx~(X(a),t,) c X'~(a) - fXj(X(a),t~). Hence,

s;~- s, fl (X`~(a))' c s;~- s, fl (X'z(a))'. Thus, we have finally:

f'~(e(a),t,) c f,`~(e(a),t,) for every aeA.

(ii) Let t, ~ t, and x e B'~~~,~,~,~,~~(a) - fé ~(Li~,~,~~(a),t,) for every aeA.

Then px 5 pe`~(a), because for every pER,', teR, p' - fp(p,t) - p and

e'~(a) - f,(e(a),t,) ~ e'2(a) - f,(e(a),t,). Thus px ~ pe'~(a), i.e.,

x E Li`~~s'~c.~(a) - fé ~(B(v..c.~(a)~t~)~

(iii) The condition (6) of the definition 4 can be proved analogically to (6) of the

theorem 2.

Theorem 6. If fX, f„ f„ fp, f~ are single-valued semidynamical systems and fX, f, are

respectively convex- and strongly convex-valued, then fE is single-valued semidynamical

exchange system.

Proof. The single-valuedness of a quasi-semidynamical systems f, and f~ is obvious. Hence,

to prove the thesis it suffices to show the conditions (5) and (6) of the theorem 3. First of

them can be proved analogicatly to (5) of the theorem 3. To prove (6) we take adventage of

the Debreu (1959) result, where the upper semi-continuity of the demand correspondetxxi
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~y - ~p~,~~~ has been established. It is easy to apply this result to our case by the dynamizati-

on of the demand correspondence ~p(a) analogically to (6) of the theorem 3.

8. Interpretation

So far the two properties of a quasi-semidynamical exchange system have been discussed

in some detail: the cumulativeness and the continuity. The first of them requires certain

comments. Namely, the exchange system E treated with the cumulative dynamics fE fulfills

the below conditions:

1) the psychophisical condition of indivíduals aeA does not grow worse (X'~(a) c X`~(a)

for t, ~ t, ),

2) the initial resources e(a), the prices p, and the allocations g(a) do not decrease,

3) the budget constraints 6(a) of individuals aEA do not increase (B`~(a) c B'~(a)

for t, ~ t, ),

4) the individuals' wants are satisfied at least at the same level of utility (~p`~(a) c ~p'~(a)

for t, ~ t, ).

Besides, the inclusions c and the inequalities 5 used in the definition 4 can be

replaced by the strong ones: ~ and ~. Thus a(strongly) cumulative (quasi)-semidynamical

exchange system fE could be finally interpreted as the dynamic model of the desirable

growth of an exchange system E.

The sequel of this paper will be devoted to the equilibrium analysis in the relationship with

the above discussed properties of a quasi-semidynamical exchange system.
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9. Equilibrium in a semidynamical exchange system

The discussed above cumulative process of the development of the exchange system E can

be also interpreted as connected with the growth of its economic potential measured by its

total supply ~,..,~ e`(a) which does not diminish or increases within the process in question.

This remark enables us to take into account some dynamical properties of equilibria in a

semidynamical exchange system, the ones related to the higher and higher levels of the

economic potential of the exchange system E.

Recall (Hildenbrand and Kirman (1988)) that an allocation g: A- R,' is said to be an

Walras allocation in the exchange system E, if there exists a price system pER,' such that:

1) t1 aEA g(a)EWc,..v.~cvi(a)~

2) ~.... g(a) - ~,.,, e(a).

A price system peR.' which defines a Walras allocation is said to be an equilibrium price

system. We denote a Walras allocation by g' and a related to it equilibrium price system by

p'. A pair (g',p') is said to be a(competitive) Walras equilibrium in the exchange system E.

An exchange system E-(A,R,',P,e,X,e,p,B,~p,g) such that g- g', and p- p' is said to be

a Walras (exchange) system and will be denoted by E-(A,R,',P,e,X,e,p',B,~p,g').

In the equilibrium analysis for the exchange system E the fundamental role plays searching

for the conditions which guarantee the existence of an equilibrium. From this point of view

the monotone and strongly convex preference relations turn out to be relevant. So we recall

that a preference relation seP is said to be (Hildenbrand and Kirman (1988)):

- monotone, if for every x,yeR,': x 5 y, x. y- x ~ y,

- strongly convex, if for every x,yeR,': x- y, x r y ~ x ~,Lz t(1-,l)y for every ,tE(0,1).

The symbols Pm„ P,m denote the classes of monotone and strongly convex preference
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relations respectively. Besides, P~,m :- P~ fl P,~.

The problem of the existence of an equilibrium in an exchange system E determines the

below theorem.

Theorem 7(Hildenbrand and Kirman (1988)). If e(a) - s,eP~,m and e(a)~ ~0 for

every ae.4, then there exists an equilibrium price system p~ ~ 0.

Thus, we define a subspace S' c S of all Walras systems satisfying the conditions which

guarantee the existence of an equilibrium, i.e.:

8' :-{Ee8' ; E- E' .-(A,R,',Pm„m,e,,,X,e,p„',Li,~p,g'), where e- e„ means that for

every aEA e(a)~ ~0, i.e., for every aeA e(a)ER„' :- {(x,,...,x,)eR„ x, ~ 0, i-1,...,1}.

The restriction f~ of a quasi-semidynamical exchange system fE: Sx R,' - 90(8~ to the

subspace S' leads us to the concept of a Walras quasi-semidynamical exchange system.

More precisely, let fE: Sx R,' - Po(8'j be a quasi-semidynamicalexchange system. Then a

quasi-semidynamical exchange system f~ is said to be a Walras one, if f~ :- fE„~,a,.

Let us note that on the basis of the assumption that the preference relation s, is strongly

convex, the condition 1) which defines a Walras allocation has the form of the equality:

g(a) - ~p~,~p,~,~~(a) for every aeA.

Let us concentrate now on some properties of an equilibrium in a single-valued cumulative

semi-dynamical Walras exchange system. In this context the two below questions seem to be

essential:

1) subject to the continuity: whether, if two Walras exchange systems are sufficiently close,

then their equilibria are arbitrarily close to each other?,

2) subjett to the cumulativeness: whether, if a Walras exchange system extends in the

development process, then its equilibrium behaves in the same way?

To answer to these questions, let us construct a mapping, which is called a Walras

mapping r: S' - R,~"~ "" such that r(E') :~(g'(A),p') for every E'E8'. Now the

question 1) concerns exactly the continuity of a Walras mapping, i.e., the following condition
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should be examined:

b~ q~ 0 3 E~ 0 0 ~ P.e(E~~E'~) ~ E ~ P.,((S .P~).(g'~~p'~)) ~ r1~ where (B .P ). (B'~.P'~)

are equilibria in systems E', E'' rerspectively, and p„ :- (p,~2 } P~P3)~i:

However, it is easy to see that the above condition holds for S- e. Hence we get:

Theorem 8. A Walras mapping is continuous.

The question 2) should be stated precisely and discussed carefully. The reason for this is

that a cumulative quasi-semidynamical exchange system is a non-Walrasian dynamic model,

because of certain constraints imposed on prices, i.e., prices are flexible upwards but rigid

downwards; hence supply rationing occurs. On the other hand the Walrasian equilibrium

concept with completely flexible prices was previously employed, what is incompatible with

the principle "the better the more" reaGsed in the cumulative process of the growth of an

exchange system. To remove that inconsistence the two possible solutions can be suggested:

I) an attempt should be made to adjust the above differences, and 2) to discuss a non-

Walrasian equilibrium concept , let us say - a mixed equilibrium. In the sequel of this paper

we focus on the former solution to this problem, remaining the latter to the separate

elaboration. So to get over the existing difficulties, we impose an additional specific condition

on the individual preferences which implies that each individual always spends a fixed

proportion of his income on each good, independent of the level of his income. The above

postulat is guaranteed by a homothetic preference relation, which is formally definded as

follows (see: Hildenbrand and Kirman (1988)):

`d x,yEX(a) x s, y-~x s, ~y for every A~ 0.

In this case, the best subject to the preference s, commodity bundle g(a) assigned to an

individual aEA is richer at the same time.

To actualize the above conception, let us focus on a class of all homothetic preference

relations, denoted by P~, and let Pm„m,,,~ :- Pm„m fl P„~. Thus, the previousty discussed

Walras quasi-semidynamical exchange system fe should be restricted to a subspace
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S„m' .- {E'e8'; E~ - Emm .- (A.R-~.P~,~mm,e...X,e.p..~.Li.w,g')}.

Moreover, we assume that a Walras equilibrium (p',g') in an exchange system is said to be

homothetic, if E' - Emm'.

Now the question 2) can be stated precisely. To make this, let us assume in the formal

terms that an equilibrium (g' ',p' ') is called the extension (the strong extension) of an

equilibrium (g',P') (in short: (g',P~) ~ (g' ~~P' ~) ((S ~P ) ~ (g' ~.P' ~)) ~ for every aEA

B(a) s g' '(a) and p' s p' '(and (g',P') r(g' ',P' ') ).

The positive answer to the question 2) is now - on the basis of the definitions 4 and 5-

obvious. However this enables some additional interpretations. So if the association of the

(strongly) cumulative dynamics of an exchange system with the growth over the time of the

economic potential of the system in question is assumed to be valid, then the statement that

a homothetic equilibrium of an exchange system at the higher economic potential is better

than an equilibrium at the lower potential respectively, seems to be justified. Thus the

extension relation (the strong extension relation) of a homothetic equilibrium c( e) can be

interpreted as follows: "a homothetic equilibrium (g' ',p' ') is not worse (is better) than a

homothetic equilibrium (g',p')". Hence we have:

Theorem 9. If a Walras system E'' is the extension of a Walras system E', then a

homothetic equilibrium (g' ',p' ') is not worse than a homothetic equilibrium (g',p').

Moreover,the strong extension e of the exchange system E does not imply the strong

"improvement" of the respective equilibrium, where E c E' means that E ~ E' and E r E'.

Nevertheless the below theorem can be proved.

Theorem 10. If E ~ E' and X- X', then (g',p') G(g' ',p' ').

Proof. The condition X- X' implies that e- e'. Hence, it must be examined that the

thesis follows from each of the below conditions: 1) e., ~ e',,, 2) B c B', 3) rq c~' which

mean respectively:

1) e„ ~ e„' -- e,. 5 e„' and 3 aeA e(a) r e'(a),
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2) B c l3' - B ~ 6' and ~ aeA 6(a) c B'(a),

3) ~p e~p' - ~p c cp' and 3 aeA ~p(a) r ~p'(a).

So let E' - (A .A.',P~,m.~m,e..,X.e,p..~,B,~V,g ). E'~ - (A,R,',P~,m.mm,e„',X',~p',p'..~,8',~P'g' ~),

and E' c E' '.

1) e„ ~ e„' - g' ~ g' ', since in the opposite case the condition 2) which defines a

Walras allocation would not be satisfied.

2) B e B' - 3 aeA 6~ ,~..c.~~(a) c B'~',...c.~~(a), where p..' s P..' ' , and e..(a) s e..'(a).

Hence, if p„' - p„' ', then e„(a) ~ e„'(a), since in the opposite case

Ber'.~..c.~i(a) - B'er~'~ ..c.n(a). Thus, because of 1) (g ,P.. ) e(g' ~,P..' ~).

3) cp e ~p' -~ aeA g'(a) s~ g' '(a) and g'(a) ~ g' ' (a). Hence g' ~ g' '.

Besides, let us note that the strong inclusion ( g',p.,') e ( g' ',p„' ') means that the one of

the below conditions must be satisfied:

- g' - g' ' and p,.' ~ p..' ', i.e., in spite of a price increasing of at least one commodity,

the allocation does not change,

- g' ~ g' ' and p.,' - p..' ~, i.e., at the fixed price system, at least one agent gets a better

off commodity bundle subject to at least one sort of good or service,

- g' ~ g' ' and p„' ~ p..' ', i.e., at a price increasing of at least one commodity, at least

one agent gets a better off commodity bundle subject to at least one

sort of the commodity.

So one can - in accordance with the common sense - assess the position related to an

equilibrium (g' ',p..' ') in a Walras exchange system E'„m as better than the situation

described by an equilibrium (g',p„' ') in a Walras system E„m.

Let us concentrate now on certain dynamical properties of an equilibrium. To this aim a

family of dynamical Walras mappings {W~}~.~, the one called a Walras process, will be

associated with a quasi-semidynamical Walras exchange system fe, so that for every E'ES'

W~ : R. - g,c'.~ "~~, W~ :- r o fe ~, where f~ ' : R.3t - fB '(t) :- E''efH(8',t) is a
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motion of the system E'eS', fE.'(0) - E'o - E'. This means that WE.(t) :- r(fE..(t)) :- -

- r(E'') : - (8~(A).p'').

Moreover, the qualiry of a homothetic equilibrium is said to get better (get not worse) in a

Walras process related to a quasi-semidynamical Walras exchange system if for every

Emm E S„m , t„t~ER ,: t, C t2 y WÉ (tl) G WÉ (t2). ((WÉ(tl) C WÉ lt3) ) , where for

8(A) -(B(a,).....8(ao,,~) g(A) 5 B'(A) is defined by g s g'.

The above definition enables us to prove the next theorem.

Theorem 11. The quality of a homothetic equilibrium dces not get worse in a Walras

process related to a single-valued cumulative quasi-semidynamical Walras exchange system

fÉ .

Proof. Let Emm e S,~m , t„t~eR„ t, ~ t,. Since f~ is a single-valued cumulative quasi-

semidynamical Walras system, then f~(E,~ ,t,) - f~ '(t,) - E,~'~ ~ f~(E,~ ,t,) - f~ '(t,) -

E''~. Thus, on the basis of the theorem 9 W~(t,) -(g''~(A),p''~) ~ W~(t,) -(g `~(A),P `~).

Similarly, the condition X- X' of the theorem 10 should be dynamized to obtain the

result that the quality of a homothetic equilibrium will get better in a Walras process related

to a single-valued strongly cumulative quasi-semidynamical Walras exchange system fH .

There is sufficient to assume to this aim that a quasi-semidynamical system of consumption

sets fX is an identity on 9o(R,'). So we obtain:

Theorem 12. If fX - idoo~~.~~ , then the quality of a homothetic equilibrium gets better in a

Walras process related to a single-valued strongly cumulative quasi-semidynamical Walras

system fÈ .

1fie theorem can be proved analogically to the theorem 10.

Finally, let us examine the continuity of a Walras process {Wfi }e~, which is understood

as the continuity of each dynamical Walras mapping WH s r o fe '. Since a Walras mapping

is continuous (theorem S), the continuity of a Walras process is equivalent to the continuity

of all mappings f~ ', i.e., of the motions of an arbitrary Walras exchange system E' E S'.
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This means that the condition: b' E'eS', toeR, lim,-b p,E(E-',E'b) - 0 holds for a single-

valued quasi-semidynamical Walras exchange system. Thus, the below theorem is proved.

Theorem 13. A single-valued quasi-semidynamical Walras exchange system is semidynam-

ical if and only if a related to it Walras process is continuous.
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